
MH-350  Metal  Hydride  Canisters
DESCRIPTION
Metal hydride hydrogen storage canisters developed and manufactured by 
Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies are designed with an aluminum alloy materials 
enclosure and a AB2 alloy for hydrogen absorption. After activation, the AB2 
alloy is capable of absorbing hydrogen, expanding and releasing heat until 
saturation. The internal pressure of the canister remains at 8 Bar at ambient 
temperatures of 20℃-25℃ and the weight is 0.9gram higher. Once the canister 
valve is opened and pressure is reduced, hydrogen will be continuously 
released from the alloy which will absorb heat. If the heat absorption rate 
decreases, so will the hydrogen release rate. The canister enclosure materials 
are made of an aluminum alloy which has excellent heat conductivity properties 
that can facilitate heat conduction of the alloy during gas absorption and 
release processes. Gas absorption efficiency of the alloy can be significantly 
impacted by oxidization due to humidity, therefore dry hydrogen gas with a 
purity of no less than 99.99% is required for use.

SPECIFICATIONS

Note:

(2) An auxiliary symbol "G" attached to a pressure unit means gauge pressure.

(1) An auxiliary symbol "N" attached to a volume unit means the normal state, i.e. 0C and 1 atm. The molar volume of ideal gas at the normal state is 22.4NL

Model MH-350L
Hydrogen Storage

Capacity
350NL Dimensions(mm) O.D.60× L330 mm Weight 3.1kg
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General

Hydrogen 
Charging
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The storage devices can be discharged and recharged with speed, efficiency and control.

The canisters are robust and are designed to have a long service life.

Hydrogen gas is stored in solid metal powder under low pressure. It is safer than conventional
methods for storing liquid and compressed hydrogen.

Discharging Condition/outlet pressure: 0MPaG; Ambient:15°C
Discharging flow rate is maintained up to 95% of the whole storage capacity.

0～1.5MPaG @ 25°C (Depends on the remaining H2 amount.)

The storage devices can supply fuel for any size hydrogen-based application - small or large,
vehicular, portable, on-board or stationary.

Our storage devices hold more hydrogen than compressed hydrogen cylinders, readily accept  
hydrogen from reformers, electrolyzers and other sources, and can be used safely in more
applications than liquid hydrogen.

Fully operable at an ambient temperature,with a moderate pressure difference for absorbing
and discharging hydrogen gas.

5～50°C (When the temperature is below 5°C, the discharging hydrogen capacity will be less 
than this specification.)

1500Ncc/m

-10～50°C

Aluminum Allloy, 6061-T6

Sliver

>99.99% (CO <1ppm, CO2<10ppm,  O2<4ppm)

< -50°C

20-30Bar@ 20°C

0～30°C

350NL can easily be assembled on the Hydrobike.16NL of hydrogen can fit in your hand.
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